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ABSTRACT
Due to their intrinsi brightness, supernovae make exellent osmologial
probes. We desribe the SEAM method for obtaining distanes to Type IIP su-
pernovae (SNe IIP) and present a distane to SN 1999em for whih a Cepheid dis-
tane exists. Our models give results onsistent with the Cepheid distane, even
though we have not attempted to tune the underlying hydrodynamial model,
we have simply hosen the best ts. This is in ontradistintion to the expanding
photosphere method (EPM) whih yields a distane to SN 1999em that is 50%
smaller than the Cepheid distane. We emphasize the dierenes between SEAM
and EPM. We show that the dilution fators used in the EPM analysis were sys-
tematially too small at later epohs. We also show that the EPM blakbody
assumption is suspet.
Sine SNe IIP are visible to redshifts as high as z

< 6, with the JWST, SEAM
may be a valuable probe of the early universe.
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1. Distanes from Supernovae
A reliable way to determine aurate distanes is a Holy Grail of astronomy and par-
tiularly osmology. In order to determine the values of the fundamental osmologial pa-
rameters, an aurate distane indiator visible to high redshift is required. Supernovae are
extremely bright and hene an be deteted at osmologial distanes with modern large
telesopes. Due to their homogeneity, SNe Ia had long been thought of as as good dis-
tane indiators sine they roughly meet the astronomer's denition of a \standard andle",
that is that the luminosity at peak, L
max
, is approximately onstant. Two Hubble Spae
Telesope (HST ) projets (Freedman et al. 2001; Parodi et al. 2000) were awarded time
to use Cepheid variable stars to determine distanes to the Virgo luster and to determine
the Hubble onstant to 10% auray. An additional aim of the program of Sandage and
ollaborators (Parodi et al. 2000) was to alibrate the luminosity of SNe Ia by obtaining
Cepheid distanes to galaxies whih also were the hosts of SNe Ia. Distanes obtained using
Cepheids are onsidered to be the among the most reliable in astronomy (purely trigono-
metri methods annot be used at distanes in the Hubble ow), but they are not free of
systemati errors and Cepheids are too dim to be observed at large distanes. The reliability
of SNe Ia as distane indiators improved signiantly with the realization that the luminos-
ity at peak was orrelated with the width of the light urve (Phillips 1993) and hene that
SNe Ia were orretable andles in muh the same way that Cepheids are (Phillips et al. 1999;
Goldhaber et al. 2001; Riess et al. 1995). This work and the development of highly eÆient
searh strategies (Perlmutter et al. 1997) sparked two groups to use SNe Ia to measure the
deeleration parameter and to disover the dark energy (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al.
1999).
All of the work with SNe Ia is empirial, based on observed SNe Ia template light urves.
Another method of determining distanes using supernovae is the \expanding photosphere
method" (EPM, Kirshner & Kwan 1974; Branh et al. 1981; Eastman & Kirshner 1989;
Eastman et al. 1996) a variation of the Baade-Wesselink method (Baade 1926). The EPM
method assumes that for SNe IIP, with intat hydrogen envelopes, the spetrum is not far
from that of a blakbody and hene the luminosity is approximately given by
L = 4 
2
R
2
 T
4
where R is the radius of the photosphere, T is the eetive temperature,  is the radia-
tion onstant, and  is the \dilution fator" whih takes into aount that in a sattering
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dominated atmosphere the blakbody is diluted (Hershkowitz, Linder, & Wagoner 1986a,b;
Hershkowitz & Wagoner 1987). The temperature is found from observed olors, so in fat
is a olor temperature and not an eetive temperature, the photospheri veloity an be
estimated from observed spetra using the veloities of the weakest lines,
R = v t;
the dilution fator is estimated from syntheti spetral models, and t omes from the light
urve and demanding self-onsisteny.
Both an advantage and disadvantage of EPM is that it primarily requires photometry.
Spetra are only used to determine the photospheri veloity, olors yield the olor tempera-
ture, whih in turn is used to determine the appropriate dilution fator (from model results).
This method suers from unertainties in determining the dilution fators, the diÆulty of
knowing whih lines to use as veloity indiators, unertainties between olor temperatures
and eetive temperatures, and questions of how to math the photospheri radius used in
the models to determine the dilution fator and the radius of the line forming region (Hamuy
et al. 2001; Leonard et al. 2002). In spite of this the EPM method was suessfully applied
to SN 1987A in the LMC (Eastman & Kirshner 1989; Branh 1987) whih led to hopes that
the EPM method would lead to aurate distanes, independent of other astronomial al-
ibrators. Reently, the EPM method was applied to the very well observed SN IIP 1999em
(Hamuy et al. 2001; Leonard et al. 2002; Elmhamdi et al. 2003). All three groups found a
distane of 7.5{8.0 Mp. Leonard et al. (2003) subsequently used HST to obtain a Cepheid
distane to the parent galaxy of SN 1999em, NGC 1637, and found 11:7 1:0 Mp, a value
50% larger than that obtained with EPM.
With modern detailed NLTE radiative transfer odes, aurate syntheti spetra of all
types of supernovae an be alulated. The Spetral-tting Expanding AtmosphereMethod
(SEAM, Baron et al. 1995, 1996; Lentz et al. 2001; Mithell et al. 2002) was developed using
the generalized stellar atmosphere ode PHOENIX (for a review of the ode see Haushildt &
Baron 1999). While SEAM is similar to EPM in spirit, it avoids the use of dilution fators
and olor temperatures. Veloities are determined aurately by atually tting syntheti
and observed spetra. The radius is still determined by the relationship R = vt, (whih
is an exellent approximation beause all supernovae quikly reah homologous expansion)
and the explosion time is found by demanding self onsisteny. SEAM uses all the spetral
information available in the observed spetra simultaneously whih broadens the base of
parameter determination. Sine the spetral energy distribution is known ompletely from
the alulated syntheti spetra, one may alulate the absolute magnitude, M
X
, in any
photometri band X,
M
X
=  2:5 log
Z
1
0
S
X
()L

d + C
X
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where S
X
is the response of lter X, L

is the luminosity per unit wavelength, and C
X
is
the zero point of lter X determined from standard stars. Then one immediately obtains a
distane modulus 
X
, whih is a measure of the distane

X
 m
X
 M
X
 A
X
= 5 log (d=10p);
where m
X
is the apparent magnitude in band X and A
X
is the extintion due to dust along
the line of sight both in the host galaxy and in our own galaxy. Baron et al. (2000) found
that the early spetra were quite sensitive to the assumed reddening and hene determined
a value of E(B   V ) = 0:1 for SN 1999em. The SEAM method does not need to invoke a
blakbody assumption or to alulate dilution fators.
2. Results
We used the above method to alulate the distane to SN 1999em. The models were
taken from Model S15 of Woosley & Weaver (1995). The model was expanded homologously
and the gamma-ray deposition was parameterized to be onsistent with the nikel mixing
found in SN 1987A (Mithell et al. 2001). The abundanes were taken diretly from the
model, and the eets of radioative deay were taken into aount. The results are sum-
marized in Table 1. The explosion date is given as the number of days prior to disovery
on 1999 Otober 29 (HJD 2451480.94). We used observed photometry of Leonard et al.
(2002) and Hamuy et al. (2001) in UBV RIZ. The quoted errors are the 1    error in the
determination of the mean distane, whih we believe are reasonably aurate estimates of
the true error whih is diÆult to determine formally. For our favored value (see below) of
12:5 Mp we nd a formal error of 1:8 Mp if we add in quadrature the error in determining
the eetive temperature ( 500 K), the error in determining the veloity ( 500 km s
 1
),
and the formal error in the mean.
Table 1.
Data Set  D (Mp) t
exp
5 epohs inluding U 30:07  0:8 10:3 4:5 5:2  0:4
5 epohs exluding U 30:47  0:39 12:4 2:4 5:9  0:3
5 epohs exluding U
on 5th epoh 30:49  0:36 12:5 2:3 5:9  0:3
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Figure 1 ompares observed and model spetra, details of the modeling will be disussed
elsewhere. Overall the ts are exellent, exept on November 28 where the blue part of the
spetrum is poorly t, this is due to the fat that at this late time the spetrum forms over
a muh larger mass range of the ejeta and so we are sensitive to the detailed mixing of both
nikel and helium whih we have not attempted to adjust in the models. If we exlude the
U band from the alulation the satter is onsiderably redued. Additionally, when the U
band is inluded the inferred explosion date is nearer to the date of disovery whih produes
a systemati rise in the SEAM distane with time. Errors in the explosion date primarily
aet the absolute magnitudes of the early spetral models sine they are more sensitive to
errors in the explosion date than are later epohs. If the estimated time from explosion is
too small, the models will have radii whih are too small (R = vt). With smaller emitting
area, they will be dimmer and hene appear to be loser.The results of negleting the U
band entirely are nearly idential with those if we inlude the U data exept for the one on
November 28. The ability to ompare syntheti spetra with observational spetra is learly
an advantage of the SEAMmethod. Thus, we adopt the results of the bottom line of Table 1,
whih is in good agreement with the Cepheid result and show that quality ts to SNe IIP
an give distanes aurate to 20%, without adjusting metaliities, helium mixing, or nikel
mixing. One we have ompleted a large grid of models whih vary these parameters we
should be able to redue the unertainties even more, thus SNe IIP will beome important
osmologial probes.
3. Disussion
The SEAM method assumes that supernovae are spherially symmetri, whih is not
stritly true. However, polarization data indiate that SNe IIP seem to be more spheri-
ally symmetri than other types of ore ollapse supernovae, most likely beause the large
intat hydrogen envelope spheriizes the explosion. Thus SNe IIP appear to be the most
promising andidates for using the SEAM method. Leonard et al. (2001) found evidene
for polarization in SN 1999em at 7{163 days after disovery. Modeled in terms of oblate
eletron sattering atmospheres, the aspheriity was about 7%. They found some tendeny
for inreasing polarization with time. This is onsistent with polarization studies of Type
Ib/ supernovae where the polarization appears to inrease the loser one gets to the entral
explosion mehanism (Wang et al. 2003).
It is diÆult to know exatly why the SEAM method gives suh a dierent result from
that of EPM. Leonard et al. (2002) found t
exp
= 5:3 d, and our date is somewhat earlier.
Even with a similar explosion date (see Table 1) we nd a larger distane. Figure 2 ompares
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Fig. 1.| The syntheti spetra (dashed lines) are ompared to observed spetra (solid lines)
at 5 dierent epohs. The observed spetra were obtained at CTIO for Ot 30, Nov 2, and
Nov 18 (Hamuy et al. 2001), at HST and FLWO on Nov 5 (Baron et al. 2000) and the optial
spetrum on Nov 28 was obtained at Lik (Leonard et al. 2002) while the IR was obtained
at CTIO (Hamuy et al. 2001). The observed uxes have been oset for larity.
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the olor temperature T
BV
, the veloity at the photosphere (dened as  = 2=3), and the
dilution fator, 
BV
, obtained using T
BV
with those of Hamuy et al. (2001). The results
agree very well at early times, but by the 4th epoh the dilution fators disagree by 40% and
by nearly a fator of 3 at the fth epoh. Comparing only two epohs, if one mistakenly uses
a dilution fator that is too small at the later time, the distane obtained will be too small.
With hindsight Hamuy et al. (2001) reognized this fat when they found that they obtained
distanes lose to the Cepheid value when they restrited their analysis to early times where
our dilution fators agree. However, the whole foundation of EPM appears suspet. Figure 3
ompares the best t diluted Plank funtion with our omputed ux at the rst epoh where
we have t the observations very well. It is lear that a Plank funtion does not t the SED
at all. Thus, we nd that the diluted blakbody assumption is too simplisti, partiularly
at later times. That the EPM approah works at early times seems oinidental, but it may
be that in the hot early phases the olor temperature is reasonably aurate, we will explore
this in detail in future work.
The SEAM method seems learly superior to EPM sine the assumption of blak-body
emission is never realized in a supernova. SEAM should be testable by the Nearby Supernova
Fatory (Aldering et al. 2002) if they follow a dozen or so SNe IIP in the Hubble ow that
they will disover. An independent osmologial probe is highly desirable.
SNe IIP may be detetable to high redshifts with the James Webb Spae Telesope
(JWST ). With a dataset of spetral models that t nearby SNe IIP we will be able to
determine the nuleosyntheti history of the rst generation of stars.
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Fig. 2.| The EPM parameters v( = 2=3), T
BV
, and dilution fator 
BV
from our models
(lled irles) are ompared with those of Hamuy et al. (2001) (lled triangles). While there
is good agreement at early epohs, by the fourth epoh the two results dier by 40%.
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Fig. 3.| The ux from our model (solid line) ompared with the best t diluted blakbody
ux (dashed line).
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